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Abstract
Electronic commerce applications are a challenging new class of information systerns.Due to the everincreasing technical possibilities, new, yet undiscovered ways of doing business are possible. Therefore,
requirements for e-commerce systerns can hardly be elicited but instead need to be created because
elicitation requires a dormant view ofusers on requirements. Also, E-commerce systernsare, in contrast to
other information systerns,an intrinsic part of the product or service a companyoffers to others.
Therefore, developing the businessmodel, which representsthe offering, and defining the requirementsfor
a supporting e-commercesystem,is not a sequentialprocessand, neither can it be done in a decoupledway.
Current requirements engineering methodology does not support requirements creation nor deals with
information system requirements as an intrinsic part of developing business models. We outline a
structured approachto e-commercerequirementscreation called e3-VALUE. This approachidentifies three
views to be developed: (l) the e-businessmodel view, (2) the e-businessprocess view and (3), the esoftware architecture view. We discussthe e-businessmodel view in more detail and discussa more formal
way to representbusinessmodels. In our interpretation of 'businessmodel', the notion ofvalue is a central
theme. We illustrate our e3-VALUEby presentingan experiencereport.
1

Introduction

Requirernents elicitation is the commonly used term for the very first stage of a systerns development
project (Kotonya and Sommerville {1998)]. It suggests that requirernents are already somewhere present in
the minds ofprospective system users, and thus only have to be discovered by the system developers. This
may be so for many conventional information systerns, but it is certainly misleading in e-comrnerce
applications. Here, system requirernents cannot be discovered because usually the underlying business
activities thernselves are also newand in a state of being designed. Thus, system requirernents have to be
created rather than discovered. The creation of realistic e-comrnerce requirernents and e-business modet
development has to be done in an integrated way because e-commerce systerns are an intrinsic part of the
way doing business and should reflect the business weIl. Moreover, due to ever increasing technical
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possibilities, new ways of doing business are in reach, so technology for e-commerce systerns even
influences and enablesnew businessmodels. Currently, requirementsmethodology for such situations is
inadequate.In this paper, we outline a structured approach, called e3-VALUE, tbat gives a better grip on
requirementselicitation in open-endedbusinesssituations as commonly encounteredin innovative areasas
electronic commerce.
In this paper, we propose a framework of views to be developed when designing an e-commerce
application. This framework consists of three views: (I) the e-businessmodel view, (2) the e-business
processview, and (3) the e-software architecture view. This provides a partial but useful separationof ebusinessdesign concems. We suggestthat the right entry point to e-commerceapplication development is
value analysis for the various actors involved. Because the concepts which should be present in an ecommerce business model are hardly known, we propose a semi-formal way to represent an e-business
model, showing the essenhalsof doing business between different actors. Our e-businessmodel centres
around the key concept of value, and how value is created and exchangedwithin the stakeholdernetwork.
This value-configuration model can be constructed with the help of conceptual modelling techniques
adapted from the information systerns analysis field. Such a semi-formal value-configuration model
supportse-businessdesign and decision-making in a much more structured fashion than allowed by current
methods from the business and management literature. An important contribution of our paper is its
proposal of a limited baseline set of generic conceptsto be used in value modelling. We employ our valueconfiguration model to generatehigh-Ievel requirements on e-commerceapplication systerns.We discuss
how value-basedbusiness considerattons do have an identifiable impact upon architecture design of ecommerce applications. Both these features of our approach, value modelling for e-businessdesign and
subsequentidentification of associated requirements for the envisaged software architecture, advance
requirementsmethodology for creative businessareassuch as electronic commerce.
This paper is structured as follows. Sec. 2 sketches our overall e3-VALUE framework for electronic
cornmerce applications. This e3-VALUE approach is then illustrated by an industrial experience report
concerning international web-based advertising. The experience report is based upon our consultancy
experiencesin the e-businessfield. Sec. 4 summarisesthe generalkey points of our approachto electronic
cornmerceapplications.
2

The r-VALUE framework for e-commerce applications

2.1
Three views in e-businessrequirements
The development of an electronic commerce business application is not, as many see it, a requirement
elicitation process [Kotonya and Sommerville (1998), Potts (1993)], which presupposesthat stakeholders
have tacit requirementsthat 'just need to be extracted" by systemdevelopers.Instead,it is much better seen
as a requirementscreation process.This is causedby the novel nature of electronic commerceapplications,
the innovative characterof e-businessmodels, and the rapid developmentsin internet and web technology.
Moreover, the design of an electronic commerce system is not in the first place an IT-oriented activity.
Rather, it consistsofvery different types of design problems which have to be tackled simuttaneously.We
distinguish the following design problems: (l) the businessmodel design, (2) the businessprocessdesign.
and (3) the software architecture design (Figure l). One reasonto distinguish these design processesis the
separation of concerns for different stakeholders. For example, general managers will want to take
decisionsabout businessmodels, but usually do not wish to be strongly involved in decisionsregarding the
software architecture of a system. Thus, requirements creation in electronic commerce applications must
be groundedin different stakeholderviews upon the systemsto be built
An important open issue in electronic commerce is what areas are relevant (our answer being given in
Figure 1), and how these areas are to be developed.
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Figure 1 E-husiness design processesproduce different views on system requirements, hased on
various stakebolder needs.
The top-level area of our electronic cornmerce framework concems the electronic-cornmerce business
model. The business model describes the way of doing business between actors, and so sparks off
requirements at a business level. Stakeholders are general managers of companies participating in the
execution of tbe businessmodel, marketers and customers.Business developers are tbe primary designers
of tbe model. An important reason to consider business models in some detail is tbat theyare useful to
analyse and solve tradeoffs between varying, and potentially conflicting, stakebolder interests. Tradeoffs
appearin the separatedesign processesand sbould be addressedduring tbeseprocesses.However, tradeoffs
may also exist between tbe businessmodel, businessprocessand software arcbitecture. For instance, fraud
constraints (as tbey are called at tbe business level) or security requirements (as tbey are called on tbe
software arcbitecture level) can eitber be addressedduring businessmodel design by moderating potential
conflicts of interest, during business process design by creating a fraud-prevention protocol or by a
software architecture design by applying secured components based on encryption tecbnology, or all of
tbese[Gordijn and van Vliet (1999)].
Design of businessmodels is, therefore, a processwhich needsguidance by itself. However, there is hardly
any scientific consensusor sound method howabusiness model should be represented.How to do this is a
main focus in our paper.A key idea of our approach is that structured value analysis is a crucial activity in
businessmodel design, and that this enablesone to properly addressvarious design requirements tradeoffs
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that exist across the three viewpoints depicted in Figure I. In modelling value, we suggest that a good
starting point is found in businessadministration literature, in particular work on value creation in microeconomic pricing theory, the value-chain concept [Porter and Millar (1985)] or, better, the valueconstellation notion [Normann (1994)]. However, there is a need for a more formal representation of
businessmodels, and we propose sucha representationbelow.
The business process area, the middle level in Figure I, shows how activities should be performed and by
whoffi. Also messages exchanged between activities performed by actors are represented. Stakeholders are
managers on tactical and operationallevel since theyare responsible for carrying out most processes, and
marketers regarding detailed buy flows. Business process engineers are the most important designers. To
represent a business process view a number of techniques are suitable, for instance UML activity diagraffis
with swimming lanes to represent actors [Fowler and Scott (1997)], high-Ievel Petri Nets [Hofman (1994),
van Hee (1994)], or role-based process-modelling techniques [Ou1d (1995)]. The CommonKADS approach
for knowledge engineering and management [Schreiber et al. (In press)] has interesting facilities to ffiodel
multiple-actor aspects of the business process view. It distinguishes a communication ffiodel which can be
used to represent communication between actors on different levels of abstraction. Also, it offers different
types of communication between actors.

The software architecture area, the bottom of Figure I, shows the information system and its constitutive
software components.In [Bass et a/. (1997)], a software architecture is detined as the structure or structures
of a system which comprises software components,the extemally visible properties of those components,
and the relationships among them. Multiple architectural views are used to represent different types of
structures.Four commonly used views are the logical view, processview, physical view and development
view (Kruchten (1995)]. Representationtechniques for software architectures are in an early phase of
development. Stakeholder is the IT -department in its role of managing and maintaining systems. The
software architect is the most important designer.The focus in this paper, however, is the representationof
businessmodels and how this representationcan be exploited to derive architectural requirements.
2.2
Businessmodel view: core conceptsunderlying value-configuration modelling
We propose that the central concept in any businessmodel is that of a value activity .A value activity is
performed by actors and aims at producing material or irnmaterial objects that are of value to others. This
notion of value activity is recogniserl in, e.g., [Porter and Millar (1985), Normann (1994), Kaplan and
Norton (1996)]. Value activities as specifierl in [Porter and Millar (1985)] can be conDectedto form a value
chain. At the macro-Ievel, we can use these concepts to specify a businessmodel. However, from microeconomicstheory, interesting conceptscan be borrowed in the field ofpricing theory [Choi et al. (1997),
Hagel III and Armstrong (1997), Shapiro and Varian (1999)]. In particular, these authors consirler
extracting the maximum price a customer is willing to pay as one of the challengesof electronic cornmerce
applications. They propose to do this by offering each customer a specific tailorerl version of a product to
each customer.We use thesemacro- and micro-concepts,as weIl as our consulting experiencein designing
electronic cornmerceapplications, to derive a small set of core conceptsneerlerlto representa semi-formal
businessffiodel.
Actor. An actor is an independententity such as a company or a person. An actor correspondsto company
A,B,C or personX, y ,l. Actors perform one or more value activities.
ValDe activity. A value activity represents a process which adds value. Actors perform these value
activities. An actor can perform ffiultiple value activities, but a particular value activity is performed by one
actor only. When developing business ffiodels, we are primarily interested in fmding chunks of activities
that add value and in studying the various possible assignffients ofthese activities to different actors. These
reflect iffiportant business decisions. However, we are not yet interested in the actual way of performing
these activities: this reflects the separation of concems, and is the main concem in business process design
(e-business process view in Figure l). Value activities for a specific case are represented as specialisations
of the value-activity concept The granularity of defining value activities should be such that they can be
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performed technologically and economically independently from other value activities [Porter and Millar
(1985)], and that they cannot be further decomposedinto smaller activities that can be assignedto different
actors. Instancesof leaf value activities have a unique mapping onto the set of actors. Constructing these
value activities and mapping of its occurrencesonto actors is an important part of the electronic commerce
design problem.
ValDe object and valDe object type. A value object is what is produced
Va1ue objects are the things that are exchanged between value activities.
type of asset which is created or used by a va1ue activity. A value object
good, a service type, or type of money [Choi et al. (1997)], for instance
[Camp (1996)]. A value object has oDe value object type.

or consurned by a va1ue activit y.
A va1ue object type denotes the
type refers to a type of (digital)
tokeB-based or BotatioDal moDey

ValDe port. We further need a formal way to indicate how value activities can be connectedto each other
in a component-basedand (re)configurable manner. Here, we introduce the concept of ports, a notion
known from general and technical systerns theory (as a helpful analogy, think of a wall outlet for
electricity; it has two ports). A value port, then, denotesa connection point of a value activity that defines
how it may be connectedto the external world of other value activities. On a value port, value objects are
exchanged.A value port has exactly one value object type. Value objects can flow into a value activity or
away from a value activity via a port. This direction is modeIled as a property of the value port. A value
port can have various properties such as a price or price range for the value object. Note that a property
such as a price is seenas a property of the port and not of the value object, becauseother actors mayoffer
the samevalue object for a different price.
ValDe interface. Value ports are grouped into value interfaces. A value interface representsa commerce
service offered to or requestedfrom a value activity .It consistsof at least one value port. A value interface
having only one value port can be used to model a value activity which produces value objects for free. In
other cases,we have two ports; one value port for the outgoing good or service to be sold and one value
port for the incoming payment (not necessarilymoney, for instancein some casesone can pay with privacy
information). Final1y,one can think ofmore than two ports in an interface, to model the businessconcept of
bundling [Choi et al. (1997), Shapiro and Varian (1999)]. Bundling refers to the situation that a customer
buys a number ofproducts or services(the bundle) as a whole and pays for this bundle as a whole. A value
activity may have multiple value interfaces. There are two motivations for having multiple interfaces.
Firstly, a value activity typically requests(buys) value objects from actors and uses these objects to create
and sellother value objects, mostly to other actors. The value activity has in this case two faces to its
environment: one as a buyer and one as a seller. For each, a value interface is available detining the
comrnerceservice requestedor offered. Secondly, multiple versions of equally typed value objects can be
sold against different terros and in different bundles to addressprice and product differentiation [Shapiro
and Varian (1999), HageIIII and Armstrong (1997), Choi et al. (1997)]. Versioning, bundling and different
terrosare ways to implement value-basedpricing. With value-basedpricing, a seller triesto extract as much
value from the buyer as possible, by making an offer that is targeted to the specitic customer. We employ
different value interfaces to model the situation that a value object is offered in different versions, bundles
and with different terros since theyaredifferent comrnerce services.A value interface also prescribesthe
value ports of value activities which can be interconnected.A connection between two ports of different
value interfaces can only be made if thesevalue interfaces match. Interfaces m:.tch if for each value in-port
in an interface, a correspondingvalue out-port in the other value interface can be found and vice-versa, andfor each set of connectedvalue ports, the value ports have the sametype. On a value interface a number of
rules and constraints can be detined. For example, consider a time-ordering rule stating that a customerhas
to pay on a value port tirst and subsequentlyreceives the good (pre-payment) or vice versa (post-payment)
via anothervalue port.
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3
3.1

An e-commerce experience report: the Ad Assocation
The Ad Association

The Ad Association is a company which co-ordinates more than 150 local free ad papers called FAPs.
FAPs produce (non-electronic) papers with ads. These FAPs are located world-wide. Theyare independent.
often privately owned organisations. AF AP serves a geographical region, for instance a large city or a
county. The handling ofads is as follows. A customer submits an ad to a FAP. The FAP checks the ad (e.g.
for absence of dirty language and for style) and places the ad in its next issue. It is possible to place an
international ad. In this report, the F AP to which the ad was submitted distributes the ad to other FAPs
(serving different geographical regions). These other papers publish the ad as soon as possible. Placement
of an ad is for free. However, a person who wants to read an ad has to pay a FAP by buying its paper. The
exchange of international ads between FAPs is nearly for free. FAPs are only charged for the use of a
common infrastructure which is offered by the Ad Association. The Ad Association carefullyanalysed the
international ads. They concluded that international ads are mostly contact ads. In a contact 00, sorneone is
searching for another person. The Ad Assocation is considering an Internet-based service for international
contact ads. There are a number of business objectives which are important. First, FAPs wants to protect
the current market share of world-wide (paper-based) contact ads. F APs are afraid of new parties entering
the arena of international contact ads. Theyare especially afraid of cornpetitors which are capable of setting
up a world-wide Internet-based contact service. Ad papers want to exploit their local trusted brandoames
now to establish a trustworthy internet based contact ad service before sorneone else does. Thus, the
development of a contact service has rather defensive objectives. Second, FAPs want to enlarge the
marketshare of ads by exploiting yet another comrnunication channel. Third, F AP wants to attract
customers to their existing ad papers by offering a full service spectrum, amongst others, placement of an
ad on the Internet.

First, we present a businessmodel with the FAPs as the primary actors. To show that multiple business
models are possible, we next present a businessmodel with the Ad Assocation as the primary actor. These
differ in the kind ofvalue activities and the assignment ofthose activities to actors.
3.2

A FAP centred business model

In the F AP centred business model, the following actors participate: (l) contact searcher, (2) FAPs and (3),
Ad Association. Ads have to be placed and read by contact searchers. This results in the value activities (l )
place ad and (2) read ad. Value activity (3), ad intake, ensures that an ad is placed internationally. Value
activity (4), check ad. checks an ad for correct use of language. Value activity (5), publish ad. offers a
reading service of ads to contact searchers. Value activity (6), redistribute ad, receives an ad from a F AP
and redistributes this ad to other FAPs. In Table 1 value activities, their value interfaces, value ports and
value object types are concisely presented. Dashed lines separate different value interfaces of a value
activity. Note that a value interface is detined byenumerating its value ports.
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Table 1 Specific value activitles, value interraces, value ports and value object types ror the FAP
centred business model.
The businessmodel is graphically depicted in Figure 2. Note that in this model, the value activities (and
their value interfaces and value ports) have been assignedto actors and value activities are related to each
other. The relationship between value ports shows possible exchangesorvalues between ports ofactors. It
doesnot show messagesto be exchangedor the sequenceorvalues to be exchanged.
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Figure 2 A FAP centred business model.
There are three types of contact searchers.The first type only places ads, the secondtype only read ads and
the third type does both. In a business model, many similar actors can exist. Similar actors have (l) the
sameDumberof instancesof specific value activity classesand belonging value interfaces and value ports,
and (2), value ports are interconnected in the same way. Such actors are called stacked actors and are
presentedas stackedrectangles.In this businessmodel, contact searchersas well as FAPs are examplesof
such actors. However, at the individual actor level, there might be differences. For instance,each FAP can
have its own price for the ad to be read by searchers.Not all connectionsbetweeDvalue ports of actors are
shown, especially in the case of stacked actors. For instance, only the value ports of the topmost stacked
contact searcherand the first stackedFAP are shown while eachcontact searcheris conDectedto eachFAP .
In some cases,value ports ofstacked actors themselvesare conDected.For instance,a FAP can ask another
FAP to check an ad. An connection betweeDthe secondstackedFAP and the topmost FAP representsthis.
Finally, note that value activity (5), publish ad, has two instancesof the value interface modelling ads to be
received from value activities. The first instance representsthat an ad is received value activity (3), ad
intake, performed by the same actor while the second instance models a received ad from the Ad
Association. Theseare different value interfaces since the price for a received ad may dependon its source.
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3.3

Alternative business model: Ad Association centred

This business model assurnes that the Ad Association performs most value activities. The Ad Association
exploits brandnames of FAPs by offering an international contact ad service using brandnames of each
FAP. Contact searchers use the brandname oftheir local FAP (e.g. www.localfap.com) tofind the service
offered by the Ad Association. The Ad Association pays each FAPa fee for the usage of brandnames. Such
a fee can be fixed but preferably depends on the nurnber of ads placed and read mediated by the brandname
ofa FAP.

The actors/stakeholdersare the same as identified in the previous section. A new value activity (7),
maintain brand, is added to already identified value activities. This activity models the effort FAPs
undertake to increase value of their brandname.In Table 2, value activities, value interfaces, value ports
and value object types are presented.For brevity we only report changes.

Table 2 Specific value activities, value interfaces, value ports and value object types for the Ad
Association centred business model.
Value activity (7), maintain brand. Its value interface has a value-out port represeotingthat the brand is of
value and a value-in port representingpayment for using the brand.
Value activity (3), ad intake and (5), publish ad. Value activities interacting with contact searchers profit
from the FAP's brandname. Therefore, value activities (3) and (5) have an additional value interface. These
interfaces have a value-in port oftype Brand each represeoting usage of the brandname and a value-out port
representing payment for using the brandname.

The allocation ofvalue activities to actors is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3 Ad Association centred business mode}.
Note that value activity (6), redistribute ad, is not allocated to any actor, since redistribution of ads is not
necessaryanymore.
3.4

Trade-offs in business modelling and implications for requirements on the information system
architecture
The previously discussedbusinessmodels have nearly the samevalue activities, value interfaces and value
ports. The most important design trade-off shows up when allocating value activities to actors. In the fIfSt
businessmodel, FAPs perform the most important value activities «3), ad-intake, (4), check ad, (5), publish
ad) themselves and only use other FAPs for checking ads expressed in foreign languages. The Ad
Association has a limited task in offering aredistribution infrastructure, for which FAPs pay a small fee. In
the secondbusinessmodel, the Ad Association is the most dominant actor. FAPs add value by (I) offering
a brandname to the Ad Association which is trusted and known by searchersand, by (2) checking ads
expressedin a languagethe Ad Association can not handIe. Since the Ad Association adds far more value
in the second business model, we expect that FAPs will receive fewer revenues compared to the first
model. However, the amount of work for FAPs also decreasescompared to the first businessmodel. Note
that if the businessmodel is implemented well, the contact searcherdoes not see anything of the choice
made for the first or secondbusinessmodel.
A number of implications for the information system architecture can be drawn from the business models.
.The
FAP centred business model requires a component, operating on behalf of the Ad Assocation, that
redistributes ads to other F APs. Such a component is not necessary in the Ad Assocation business
model. The space in designing aredistribution
component is quite large. One solution might be a
message based component which receives ads from F APs and redistributes ads using messages to other
actors. An entirely other approach can be a database located at the Ad Assocation. All ads are stored in
this database. A F AP queries this database when a contact searcher queries the FAP-site. The f1fSt
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approachredistributes the ad only once, the latter solution delivers the ad to a FAP when necessaryand
in some casesmultiple times. Both these solutions can respect the business model because in both
casesit is possible that a FAP pays only once for each ad.
The FAP centred businessmodel supposesa nurnber of componentswhich should be implemented by
each FAP, such as a webserver, a databaseservercontaining ads, application componentsfor reading,
placing and checking ads, and a high quaIity connection to the internet, to be reachableby searchers.
Thesecomponentsneed to be implemented only once for the Ad Assocation centred businessmodel.
The Ad Association centredbusinessmodel needsan accounting systemwhich administratesthe use of
brandoamesof individual FAPs. If FAPs are paid on a per-ad placed/readbasis, such a system should
be able to relate brandoamesto ads placed and read. Moreover, such an administration should be
trusted by the FAPs.
Bach FAP should be capable of handling payment. Setting up a payment infrastructure can be rather
costly in some countries. In an Ad Association centred model, only one payment infrastructure needs
to be set up. However, this infrastructure should presurnablyoffer multiple payment methodsbecausea
particular method is not always applicable in every targetedcountry.
4

Conclusions and further research

Requirernentsengineering for electronic commerce applications has a flrst stage of requirernentscreation,
rather than that system requirernentscan be elicited or acquired. A requirernentsengineering approachfor
such applications should address the issue that setting up business rnodels, business processes and
information systernsare all design problerns and have interrelated design choices. A reason for this is that
business rnodels are mostly undiscovered yet, amongst others due to ever increasing technological
possibilities
We have put forward an approachto requirernentscreation for e-businessthat integratesboth businessand
technology considerations.Discussedkey aspectsof our e3-VALUE approachare:
.Requirernents
creation should start from structured value-basedanalysis at the business level, within
the relevant actoristakehoIdernetwork in electronic commerceapplication.
.We
have proposed a novel, semi-formal way to detiDe a businessrnodel. We have identified a limited
and generic set of core concepts(i.e., which can be the basis of an ontology) to construct a business
rnodel, including the notions of actors, value activities, objects, ports, and interfaces.
.The
resulting value-configuration rnodels enable one to analyse tradeoffs between different business
rnodels, and at the same time to generatehigh-Ievel requirements regarding the electronic commerce
systernsarchitecture.
Our e3-VALUE approach has been dernonstfated by means of a real-life web-based advertising based
experience.
There is a defmite need for an integral design view upon relevant business and tecbnology matters in
electronic commerce applications. Value-based business modelling, as developed in this paper, is a
powerful tool toachieve such an integrated approach to business model decision-rnaking and systerns
requirernentsengineering.
The next step in our researchwill concentrateon doing case-studieswhich relate our three identified views;
businessmodel, businessprocess and software architecture view. We plan to use scenarios(based on use
casernaps[Buhr ( 1998)]) as the integrating glue between our three views.
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